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Activating Future Pathology Orders 
 

When a test is required to be performed at an encounter other than the current presentation it is referred to 

as a future order. 

To be processed correctly, an order with a Future status will need to be activated on the correct encounter. 

 

NOTE: It is also important to activate the order on the correct encounter/visit to ensure that billing 

and order results are correctly processed. For tips on opening the patient chart on the correct 

encounter, see section 2 of this guide. 

 

Activate Single Future Orders 

 Open the patient chart in PowerChart and click on 
Orders from the Menu on the patient chart. 

 Ensure you have selected the current encounter/visit 
(for tips on opening the patient chart on the correct 
encounter, see page 3 of this guide). 

 

 Click the top of the Status column to sort orders by 
status, and locate the Future orders. 

 Click on the orders you need to activate for this visit 
to highlight them. You can also drag the mouse 
down multiple orders to highlight more than one. 

 Right-click the selected order(s), and select 
Activate. 

 
 
 
 

NOTE: You will only be able to activate Pathology orders, not Medical Imaging Future orders 

 You should not need to modify any orders – if the Collection Date Time field is displayed as yellow and 
blank, it is only because there are multiple orders selected, and they may have different collection times. 

 

 Click the Orders for Signature button. 

 

 Click the Sign button. You will need to enter your password to sign the orders. 
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Activate Recurring Future Orders 

Recurring Future Orders display differently to single future orders. Recurring tests are displayed as a single 

line ‘parent’ order, which summarises the recurrence pattern, and collapsed beneath is each individual 

recurrence or ‘child’ order. 

 

 

 

A parent order is identifiable by the small black arrow next to the test name. 

 

 

The ‘child’ orders are visible after the main parent order has been expanded. This must be done to locate and 

activate future recurring tests. Note that the date of the main parent order is the same as the first child test, 

so to avoid confusion  it is important that staff expand the parent order and activate future tests with the 

status “Future (on hold), not “Future”. 

 

To activate a test within the recurrence pattern, staff must click on the black arrowhead to the left of the 

order to drill down from the main parent order and locate the specific child order. 

 

Activating Multiple Future Tests 

 Locate the first test to activate, drilling down if necessary, right-click the order and select Activate. 

 Locate the second test to activate, drilling down if necessary, right-click the order and select Activate. 

 Repeat this process for all the required tests. 

 Click the Orders for Signature button.  

 Check to see that all the required tests have been activated. 

 If any tests are missing click Laboratory, from the View list, to return to the list of orders to be activated. 
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Tips for Selecting the Correct Patient Encounter/Visit 

PowerChart Location Patient Lists 

 Open the chart from the patient list in PowerChart. 

NOTE: Location and Care Team lists are updated automatically. Custom lists are not updated 

automatically, so opening a chart from a custom list will most likely open the incorrect encounter. 

 

 For a shortcut from a Location list, right-click the 
patient name, select Open Patient Chart then click on 
Orders. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Patient Search 

 If searching for a patient, you must select the correct encounter from the lower portion of the Search 
window. Double click the correct encounter to open the patient chart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PowerChart Scheduling View 

 From the PowerChart Scheduling screen, 
right-click on a checked-in (blue 
highlighted) patient and select Open 
Chart then click on Orders. 


